FEBRUARY 2011
THIS MONTH
At last month’s club meeting we made the momentous decision to affiliate the club to the IPMS. We hope this
move will raise the profile of the club in the modelling fraternity and allow us to further increase our
membership, with a view to running our own show in the medium term. We expect this change to have little
effect on the day to day running of the club, and would certainly review the decision if we felt that the
welcoming, friendly atmosphere of the club was in anyway affected.
This month’s Romsey Modeller has once again benefited from no less than eight contributors. We have Pat’s
slightly saucy figure of a gardener el natural, Paul continues his Kawasaki 2007 ZXRR and Richard finally
completes his USS Hornet / HMS Eskimo diorama. Russell continues his Nashorn, Gary has a couple of articles
with a South African theme, while I start my build of Airfix’s Sea Vixen. Steve once again describes his
modelling month along with his attendance of a figure painting masterclass.

Tony…

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater
for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 3rd Wednesday of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we often run
workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also attend most
of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just
come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for
details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
ROMSEY MODELLER INFORMAL AGM JANUARY 2011 BY PAUL ADAMS
At the January club meeting time was set aside for an informal meeting at which several key issues which
affect the future of the club were discussed. The main points to arise from the meeting were;
The Club have yet to resolve paying for the hall since commencing use 3 ½ years ago. Other users of the hall
also have same problem. Steve Edwards has had contact with the hall administrator and is hoping to progress
the payment.
The club members agreed that Romsey Modellers should join the IPMS. The club will be called Romsey
Modellers (IPMS Romsey).
The club’s 10th anniversary events were discussed. Amongst other suggestions were, a visit to Airfix factory,
small displays at local museums and for club nights, a feature modeller displaying 10 models or 10 years of
modelling.
Ideas for increasing the membership included using local free magazines, one of which invites free articles, and
displays at local fayres and craft shows. The IPMS affiliation is also expected to help. Mark Metters is to update
the advert in Military Modelling, which is 3 years out of date!
The club agreed that Tony, Paul, Steve and Phil are to continue in their roles running the club. Sean and
Melvyn offered help where/when it was required.
A decision on the club’s own model show has now been delayed for 12 months while the drive to increase
membership continues. This in turn will hopefully offer an increase in those available to help out on the day. If
it goes ahead, we will hold the show in Romsey, not Eastleigh as first planned.
The Tangmere competition will take place at the club meeting on March 16th.
A few other items which we didn’t get time to cover namely:
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•
•

T‐shirts
Show presentation for 2011 i.e. new cloths, shelving etc
Will be discussed at the February club evening

RNAS YEOVILTON MODEL SHOW
The first show outing of 2011 for the club takes place on Saturday 19th February at the now familiar location of
the superb museum at RNAS Yeovilton. We have 24 ft of space allocated next to the Corsair, though I believe
we are on the other side this year. This one’s always a popular event for club members and visitors alike. We
have 8 passes available for members wishing to display. Transport arrangements will be finalised during
Wednesday’s meeting. If you’re not displaying we hope to see you there.
Doors open to the public from 10:00am. More details on the event can be found on the museum’s website;
http://www.fleetairarm.com/en‐GB/event/14.asp

WOT I DUN THIS MUMF DECEMBER 2010 BY STEVE EDWARDS
Its been a busy modelling month for me and the future looks to be pretty busy as well. Sorry there are no
photos this month, but hopefully they will follow next time when my current projects should be completed.
(yeah, right).
Firstly a bit of luck for me on the Tangmere models. Having bitten off more than I could chew, Brian Samson,
bless him, came to the rescue and relieved me of the Antanov, so that’s one less thing to worry about, and the
Mil‐8 is coming along nicely. Who knows, it may even be finished on time.
I decided that I needed a little light relief, modelling wise, so I had a rummage amongst my stash and came up
with one of the early Airfix classic ship models. You know the ones, tiny ships about three or so inches long
with about 20 pieces.
I chose the Mayflower and I have to admit to finding it a joy to make. A very simple kit, it is never the less
pleasing to the eye when finished. My only criticism would be the grossly out of scale crows nests.
As you will read elsewhere in this months magazine I spent a weekend in Calne at a painting masterclass. I
chose the Andrea Luftwaffe Major figure to take with me and use to practice the techniques as I learnt them.
This is a white metal figure and the first I have done since a few white dwarf figures over ten years ago. I don’t
really like white metal, I far prefer plastic, but I did like this figure and picked him up for peanuts at a show.
First he was washed and then primed using Citadel chaos black spray. We started off doing faces and I learnt to
put on an undercoat of base colour and then highlight and shadow from there. Using the method described to
me, I painted the eyes and even at this first attempt the improvement on my previous models was very
satisfying.
The figure has a leather jacket on so I could practice the leather technique there then. This involves painting a
base colour or undercoat, and then very carefully stippling several other lighter colours to achieve both
highlighting and the effects of wear. My previous attempts at painting leather have been dreadful with me just
painting a black or brown gloss but even though this was my first attempt using the new method the results
were very pleasing.
So that’s about it, I have the Tangmere chopper, the Mayflower and a Luftwaffe figure to complete before I
can go on to my next project. I need to get these put to bed as soon as possible as its my birthday in February
and my wife has very kindly bought me the Airfix 1/24th scale Mustang that I have wanted to build since
childhood. I know that some people consider the Airfix superkits are not some of the best, but I am looking
forward to this immensely. I will doubtless be picking peoples brains over the coming months to try and make
the best of this kit.
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GARDENER BY PAT CAMP
“Do you do commissions?“ a modelling colleague asked as he glanced over my collection of figurines. “Yes – if
they are of military subjects with historical interest”. After a long
pause and some pondering he said “Have you ever heard of
Victoria’s Secret Army?” and then he passed me a figurine. He
explained that her rôle was to parachute behind the enemy lines
and grow crops so the advancing troops had food to eat. “Oh”, I
said, “I didn’t know about that ‐ it all seems entirely plausible!”
He said the figurine is depicted wearing the Model M1942 apron
and “Boondockers” combat clogs. I thought her uniform seemed a
bit tight, but she looks happy enough in her work. So I agreed to
build the kit so long as he didn’t mind me writing an article to
submit to the British Model Soldier Society (BMSS) for their
quarterly journal. He thought that would be a great idea.
I asked whether he had any reference material, and he assured me I
would find plenty on the internet.
I thought it would be a quick build. However, there was a lot more
material on the internet than I had thought possible, and I didn’t
want to miss anything interesting. (and I thought the internet only
had stuff for us model makers!) Intriguingly, I discovered there to be
a large US chain store for ladies under‐apparel called Victoria’s
Secrets, so I wonder if the name has any historic connection to
these para‐cultivatists? I will contact them and ask.

[1] Kit from “Mondial Charms”.

This 90mm figurine costs a bargain 8 euros from “Mondial Charms”. There are around a dozen parts and the
lady herself is well sculpted and cast.
Dry fitting showed the feet were not far enough apart to match the base. Some trimming was done and the
legs were tacked together with superglue whilst holding the feet against the base until the glue had set. This
left a gap between her legs and a wedge was glued into place to strengthen the joint. After leaving the glue to
harden off, the legs and torso were trimmed to obtain a good fit before gluing together.
The lower arms are separate pieces and these were glued into place. I used epoxy filler on all the gaps and this
was sculpted to shape – some sanding was needed to the join of the arms.
The lower part of the apron needed a lot of cutting and carving to get the edges thinned and to obtain a good
fit to her waist. After all the effort I decided it spoiled the figure and left it off.
All the other parts were prepared and drilled out for attachment to paint holders. The items were cleaned to
remove any oils before priming with Mr Resin Surfacer applied by airbrush [2].
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Her skin was lightly abraded before applying
Tamiya white to obtain a uniform base coat
to work from [3]. This was followed by
airbrushed Humbrol flesh 61 plus white 34
applied to the sides and from beneath, with
only little added to the top so the white base
coat helped to create the highlights. Some
Leather 62 was added to darken the mix and
shade applied by directing paint from
beneath.
Detailed shading was applied by brush using
an oil mix of gold ochre, burnt sienna,
cadmium orange deep and zinc white.
Various tones were mixed – the mid tone
having an apricot tint to it. Some Liquin was
added to the dark shade to make it a little
more fluid and translucent, and this was
applied where the skin borders with the
[2] The figurine primered with Mr Resin Surfacer.
clothing. I also used this for her hair –
brushing the paint into the sculpted detail and removing it from the high points which were later painted with
a straw / sand mix of oil paint.
Once all this had dried, her skin was given a glaze coating of the previous mix to harmonise the colour and give
it some depth. I then gave her a spray with
Dull Cote because she was a little too glossy
and to make it easier to apply further paint.
I gave the top of her cheeks a highlight tone
of the flesh mix. Highlighting and shading
need to be very subtly done when painting
young ladies [4].
A dark brown oil paint mascara was
carefully applied around her eyes. The
inside border of the mouth was also painted
with the same colour – it looked very starkly
contrasted against the colour of her skin
and I thought I had overdone things. The
next step was to block‐in her eyes and teeth
with white, with a little gold ochre added to
reduce the intensity of the white. Only her
upper teeth were painted ‐ as a semi‐circle
[3] Now she has been given an undercoat of Tamiya white.
beneath the top lip. I was really pleased
with the result and decided against giving
her any “lippy” and left her with the natural look.
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The pupils were painted in a
number of stages, leaving the
paint to dry between each.
The position of the irises was
given a circular spot of white
paint. The irises were blocked
in with a dark blue oil mix,
leaving a thin surround of the
white still showing. A spot of
cobalt blue and iridescent
white was applied to the
centre and brushed out “star
like” to the edges of the blue
iris. A fine point of dark grey
was applied to the centre for
the pupil followed by a tiny
spec of titanium white to catch
the light in the corner of the
pupil and at the lower eyelid.
Humbrol Gloss Cote was
applied over the lot.

[4] Highlighting added to flesh tones.

Her jewellery was undercoated with gold printers ink mixed with burnt umber oil paint, then highlighted with
gold and silver printers ink.

[5] The various dents and scratches in the watering can and the surface of the
water were painted a dark metallic grey. Once dry, a transparent glaze of H22
Silver Fox + Paynes Grey + Liquin was applied to obtain a steel colour.
Some Faller “Wasser‐Effekt” was used to depict water and the water from the
spout was formed on paper used for backing adhesive labels before being glued
into place.
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APRON TOP & UNDERWEAR.
Some ties were added to her apron from strips of lead foil.
The items of her uniform were painted separately to obtain a difference in tone that one sees with military
clothing. Painting commenced with a light green undercoat then green mixed from various blues and greens. (I
find many of the green colours direct from the tube to be too transparent).
The frilly parts of her panties were edged in an ivory cream colour.

[6] The straw hat was airbrushed with a mix of Tamiya desert sand + Citadel commando khaki + Tamiya
white. The band was blocked in cream H74. Various yellows and light browns were used to shade and
highlight the hat and band

BASE.
The lettuces were painted with oils. Edges of the leaves were edged in the ivory cream colour used for the frills
of her panties.
The soil was painted Tamiya Desert Yellow and given a wash with dark brown oils. The surface was then dry
brushed with Desert Yellow and other sandy coloured enamels.

FINAL ASSEMBLY.
The parts were quickly and easily assembled with cyano gel adhesive. All in all I am pleased with the result. It
offered up new challenges to me for painting but I really enjoyed the build. I think the kit is good quality ‐
particularly so for the low price ‐ and would be a cost effective one to start with before progressing to the
more expensive kits that are available.
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[7] The completed model. Good fun to make and great value for money.
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BASEMENT FIGURE PAINTING MASTERCLASS BY STEVE EDWARDS
Over the weekend of the 5th and 6th of February ‘The Basement’ held their first Masterclass at the Lansdowne
Hotel in Calne, Wiltshire.
For those that don’t know, The Basement is a figure modelling club based mainly in the South West but with
members all around the country, and a very good online forum and webzine. I was incredibly lucky to get on
the course as I left it till the last moment to book and only got in because of a cancellation.
I arrived at the hotel on Friday afternoon and found it to be quite adequate for the purposes of the weekend,
comfy room and good food. On Saturday morning we all met in the function room, and after introducing
ourselves and settling into our workplaces the course began.
Saturday’s demonstrations were by Adrian Hopwood who uses oils to paint his figures. There are some
downsides to using oil paints, they smell, need white spirit for cleaning and take quite a while to dry, but the
results are truly amazing. We did faces, metals and wood. In each case Adrian demonstrated how it was done
and then we went back to our workstations and had a go ourselves. One of the beauties of oils is that they
blend so well, making highlighting and shadowing so much smoother than the layering method required with
acrylics. The effect on metal armour is particularly satisfying and realistic.
Saturday evening was spent having a nice meal together in the hotel, then an early night for me as I was
exhausted.
Sunday’s class was taken by Mark Taylor who uses acrylics. The same format was followed as the previous day
with Mark demonstrating techniques and then us returning to our benches and having a go ourselves. Mark
demonstrated faces, leather and non metallic metal painting.
I was really pleased with the leather as with my first attempt I achieved a result that I was satisfied with –
hopefully that can only get even better. I learnt a few tricks for painting faces, particularly learning that I have
been applying too much paint and that the best results are achieved by patiently applying lots of very thin
coats.
As for non metallic metals, well I have to admit that I had no idea what that meant! It is, in fact, using various
shades of non metallic grey paint to achieve an illusion of shiny metal surfaces by clever use of highlights.
The day was finished off by Robert Lane explaining the various uses of different types of fillers that are on the
market. Robert sculpts figures for himself and commercially, and I have to admit I was in awe of some of his
work.
To sum up, this was an excellent weekend during which I learn so much, many new techniques and the right
way to do some old ones! Everyone in anyway connected with the weekend was very friendly and helpful, that
includes the Basement guys, the modellers on the course and the hotel staff.
The weekend also represented incredibly good value for money with my total bill being around two hundred
quid. That includes the course and effectively full board for two days. It has to be said though that this was
their first masterclass and was run at a loss so future ones may be slightly dearer. But regardless of what the
future cost may be, my advice would be to get yourself along to one and learn new skills that should vastly
improve your modelling, and don’t forget, even those in the club who are not figure modellers still use the
occasional figure to adorn their armour and aircraft.
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KS WORKSHOP KAWASAKI 2007 ZXRR PART 2 BY PAUL ADAMS
I must confess, this months update isn’t anywhere near what I’d hoped it would be. A very busy January with
work, family, ebaying and car problems has left little time for the more enjoyable things in life, like model
making.
I’m also finding that I’m not using the available time I have well either – It’s simply seems to take hours to
achieve anything of late! Ok, so confessional over, I’ll press on regardless. No one’s reading this bit anyway!!
Good model making is in the preparation as well as quality of finish and have had my stomach full of
preparation work on this bike. The last time I wrote I had managed to get the bike together as a test fit
example. I had omitted to complete and couple of tasks before I could progress to the next stage.
The resin exhaust shroud (which protects the
riders right foot from heat), needed some work to
fit. It attaches to the right footpeg hanger and
locates just inside the lower part of the cowling.
On the real machine it’s fastened to both judging
from my references in Pitwalk 2007, and the resin
part was too big and incorrect in shape. An
unexpected problem from Ks Workshop parts. Still,
the alterations only involved trimming the shroud
to reflect the shape of the exhaust and so the
Dremel was used to carefully trim down to my
guidelines and reduce the thickness a little on the
outer edges. I finished it off with a good going over with 800 and 1500 grit sand paper and once fitted it look
rather good. The part will eventually receive a carbon finish.
The next job was to alter the left side heel guard to match the resin example offered in the transkit kit. After a
little head scratching I simply glued a piece of black plastic cut from a Tamiya sprue on the top edge and using
a template from the resin heel guard, shaped it carefully to resemble to opposite version. Some super glue was
used on both sides to help strengthen the joint. I also removed a molded on brake line joint which will be
replaced by a machined aluminium upgrade.

A this stage I thought painting was next, but oh no….upon close inspection a large number of tiny pin holes
were found in the cowling parts and so more filling and sanding was carried out here. I was disappointed to
find I hadn’t spotted these earlier – must be my eyesight getting worse!!
I pushed on and spent a Saturday afternoon priming parts up ready for first colour work. I used Halfords plastic
grey primer which helps to spot imperfections in my cleaning up of seams and gap filling. My first proper
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painting involved the engine. Following a lot of filing with Mr Hobby Surfacer 500, it was primered and sprayed
with Halfords Satin Black. The Kawasaki engine is an in‐line four cylinder unit, similar to that found in the
Yamaha M1. The main colours only involve using steel and an alloy shade of silver. In this case I used Alclad
Duraluminium, and Humbrol polished steel. Unfortunately the steel does not adhere well to the satin black
and so it’s easily rubbed off. Lessons here for the future! The valve cover was airbrushed a mix of Alclad steel
and titanium gold using the mix guide in the Tamiya instructions. The mix is a good match to my references.
The updated resin clutch was give an etch piece from Crazy Modeller which offers much more detail (even
though it won’t be seen too well once the cowlings are on!) and after priming was sprayed satin black and
coated with Alclad titanium gold. I was pleased with the finish and after washes of copper, smoke and touching
in the retaining bolts with Humbrol aluminium it was mounted to the engine. On reflection it doesn’t look too
bad.

Moving back to the cowlings, after sanding down the imperfections I washed each part carefully in soapy
water and left them to air dry for an hour or so. Armed with Halfords white plastic primer I dusted on a coat to
check further for problems. The cowling nose was fine, but the paint revealed more small problems on the
lower and side cowls. These were just more tiny pinholes which are difficult to see without the paint. I fill each
hole with super glue and sanded back again. The entire painted surfaces were lightly sand with 1500 grit and
then washed for re‐priming. The result was four parts that are now ready for green paint, more on that next
month, hopefully!

I managed to get the frame, swingarm and a whole host of other bits painted ready for their second stage,
either second colour, carbon decalling or mounting to another part.
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Work continues!!

HORNET & ESKIMO DIORAMA BY RICHARD STEWART
EPILOGUE
Well after around eight years of on and off work on this project it is now drawing to a close. Which I am at
present trying to complete for the next show at Yeovilton so the picture taking took a bit of a dive. I left it last
time with me putting on the railings on Eskimo which went on very well with the only problem was keeping
the long preformed lengths of railings straight as it was very easy for them to adopt a very wavy line down the
deck which was very noticeable if viewed beam on. Once this was done, I had to make the decision to fix the
ship permanently to the deck because I was accidentally breaking off more parts than I was fixing on!
As mention in a previous write up the hull had a slight banana shape, so to remedy this I had initially drilled
two holes at either end of the hull to accept two self taping screws and to make sure that these would hold I
also used resin glue to fix the hull in place.

Now it was time to put the Radar sets and smaller armament which as I pre‐made these the same way as the
Hornet components so it was just a process of finding the right tray and fixing them on. The crew is a mix of
white metal, resin and good old fashioned injection moulded plastic. I do like to have a varied array of
‘humans’ as we all come in different shapes and sizes! I did have to monitor these when fitting though as some
of them by the morning looked like they had found the ships supply of rum and consumed the lot!

TO MAKE IT LOOK WET!
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Once the resin had set it was time to make the sea look a bit wetter and provide more of a swell, for this I
purchased as second pot of acrylic Gloss Gel which goes on white and dries to a wonderful sea like finish. To
sculpt the waves I used a soft paint brush and putty knife.

To finish this off I will be roughing up the sea with some ‘researched’ surf and once that is done the rigging can
be finished off on both ships and then this diorama will be sealed in its tomb like case for all eternity.
The End (for this one anyway)

Happy Modelling

http://www.garagistesland.com/www.garagistesland.com/Welcome.html
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SAAF ORYX BY GARY JARMAN
Denel, a South African arms producer, produced the Oryx based on the Puma helicopters operated by the
SAAF. It’s similar to the Super Puma and has replaced the Puma in SAAF service.
I have a number of Airfix 1/72 Puma helicopter kits in my stash and, being in the mood for some conversion
type work, I decided to try and build a model of the Oryx using the Airfix kit as a starting point.
The dimensions of the Oryx are similar to those of the Puma except that there is an additional 50cm length on
the tail boom of the Oryx. The rotors are also longer than those of the Puma.

I started by getting some 1/72 plans of a Puma and cut them at a point along the tail boom. I then stuck the
two parts of each side view onto a sheet of paper ensuring that I had a 7mm gap between the parts. I then cut
the kit parts in the same place, placed them on the modified plan and glued some scrap plastic card on the
inside of each boom.
Once the glue had dried I had my Oryx length boom. I put a few more strips of card on the inside to strengthen
the join and, when the glue had dried, put strips of card in the gap until I had built it up to slightly higher than
the surrounding plastic.
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I let the glue dry for a few days this time because it takes a while for glue to dry and I didn’t want to end up
filing plastic that hadn’t set properly because that tends to mess things up more than anything else as a result
of the soft plastic getting caught in the grit of the file.
After a few days I filed the plastic in line with the kit parts. In the mean time I had started making the new
shaped wheel wells that the current versions of the Oryx have as standard. It’s interesting to note, judging by
the photos I have seen, that the Oryx went through a number of stages as regards these wheel wells. When
first released the helicopter had the standard Puma wheel wells except that they were more angular at the
outer edges. Then the wheel wells were increased in size quite a bit, and the current versions have those same
larger wheel wells except that all Oryxes now sport flotation gear on the outside of them.

Next was a period of filling and filing to get the fuselage seams smooth. I also started shaping the wheel wells.
In parallel with the wheel well construction I am working on the instrument panel. I have put the Airfix
instrument panel on a thin sheet of plastic card and will drill out the instruments. Then I’ll make small raised
lips for some of the instruments to give it some depth.
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BUILDING AN ONDANGWA AFB AIRCRAFT SHELTER IN 1/72 SCALE BY GARY JARMAN
In 1985 and 1986 I spent a total of three months at Ondangwa Air Force Base in South West Africa (now
Namibia). Ondangwa is close to the SWA / Angola border and in the eighties the South African Defence Force
was regularly attacking terrorist bases in Angola.
Ondangwa was a large air force base from which many of those operations into Angola were launched. I was a
fighter controller and spent a lot of hours in the back of a truck that was the control module of a mobile radar
station watching the radar for unidentified aircraft. At the end of the runway were a number of aircraft
shelters in which Mirage F1 fighters would stand at various stages of alert when missions were being
undertaken in Angola.
If you go to Google earth and enter Ondangwa airport and then zoom in on the left end of the runway, you’ll
see these shelters as a number of L and reverse L shapes at the lower end of the runway.
I’ve decided to model one of those shelters populated by two Mirage F1s as they would have been on 6
November 1981 when the SAAF shot down its first enemy aircraft since the Korean war. The fighters were
vectored onto their targets by a controller who would have been sitting in the very van in which I spent so
many hours.
There are very few photos available of these shelters and those that there are, are mainly of aircraft either in,
or in front of, the shelters. So the measurements I shall use are probably not accurate and are based on taking
measurements off something that I know the dimensions of and applying those measurements to other
objects in the photos.
The object that I used as my known dimensions was the Revell 1/72 Mirage F1. Working out measurements
from photos compared to the kit I then had ratios to apply against other objects in the same photo to get an
idea of a final 1/72 measurement.
With my measurements worked out I then tried to verify them. So, for example, I had my measurements for
the length and width of the shelter. I then went to Google earth and measured the length and width of one of
the shelters in that photo. I then worked out the ratio of length to width, I repeated the exercise with my 1/72
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measurements and if they were the same then fantastic, if not then I tried to work out why not and adjusted
some measurements accordingly. I tried to verify my measurements against two sources.
It’s not a perfect method. One day when my family and I take that long promised trip to Namibia and I stop at
Ondangwa and bore the kids with war stories I will take measurements of the shelters and see just how
inaccurate a technique it is.
I’ve started with the sides of the shelter which were corrugated metal sheets forming a gap into which sand
and cement were poured. The corrugations were rectangular.
I started by cutting loads of 1mm strips of plastic card and then the bases on to which those strips would be
glued. The following photograph shows some of the strips and the bases that will form the thinner edges of
the walls.

I thought that cutting the strips was monotonous but I was soon to find that gluing them to their bases was
even more so. I have a large metal ruler which is 1mm wide, so what I am doing is putting the first strip down
at the top if the base and making sure it is on straight. Then I put the metal ruler edge down against that strip
and push the next plastic strip down onto the base and up against the metal ruler. This way I will ensure that I
have a 1mm gap between all my strips. It’s slow work because I need to let the glue dry a little first before
putting the next strip on.
In the next photo there is one of the bases on to which you can see I’ve pasted four or five strips.
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In the mean time I’m trying to source some fine netting that would be suitable for 1/72 scale. These shelters
were covered in two layers of netting that had wire stretched within it to explode any mortar shells that might
land on the shelters preventing them from getting through and damaging the aircraft. If anyone has any
suggestions as to what I could use for netting then please let me know.
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VIXEN VA VA VOOM BY TONY ADAMS
The new Airfix Sea Vixen has got to be one of the most
eagerly awaited kits of the year, at least by me anyway,
I picked this up from Just Add Imagination the week it
was released and it was on the workbench as soon as
my Sabre was complete ( see last months modeller).

WHAT’S IN THE BOX?
First the box is big, very big., I’m sure you can fit the
prospective 1/32 flying fortress in it ( well maybe not,
but you get my drift).
The box contains three large sprues in a fairly soft light
grey plastic plus a small sprue of clear parts with a very
thin canopies [1].The three large sprues are two for airframe and one for weapons mainly, with a few smaller
parts thrown in. There are TWO wheel sets, weighted and none‐weighted, which is a thoughtful addition.
The level of detail is very good, with little in the need
of aftermarket additions (which is good as there isn’t
too much available yet, no doubt that will change).
The Panel lines on the wings/fuselage look fine to me
and should come out nicely after a wash.

[1]

There is a 23 page A4 booklet, with clear step by step
drawings. Decal options are available to model 4
aircraft, I am torn between a carrier based aircraft and
one based at Yeovilton (as no doubt it will end up
there sometime). The decal sheet is printed by
Cartograf and the quality looks superb.

LET’S CRACK ON…
Like most models , things start with the cockpit, however before I got on with that , had to try the major parts
to see how they looked. The sprune gates are very thick [2], partially for the large parts, this with the soft
plastic mean that every cut had to be performed carefully if I wasn’t to cut it the part’s surface.

[2]

[3]

When the parts were safely removed from the sprues , I got a preview of how impressive this model may end
up[3]. It’s surprisingly big, similar to the size of the 1/48 Heinkel 111 I completed recently.
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Anyway it was time to make a proper start.

[4]

[5]

The parts were cleaned up [4] and sprayed semi gloss black. I dry‐brushed the instrument panels light grey and
infilled the dials with very diluted white. A few splashes of colour were added to various buttons and leavers,
and grey used to highlight [5,6,7].

[6]

[7]

The seats are not bad but lack belts [8] and other details, I thought they could do with a little sexing up.. I
found a couple of pictures of a Martin Baker Mk 4 ejection seat used on Sea Vixens (below),
First the seats were sprayed
black and a chute cover made
out of foil [9]. I made a back
rest from plasticard and used
foil to provide a cover. The
head rests were “fettled”
from sprue I then cut strips of
wine bottle foil to make the
seat belts ( I found that many
bottles now days use a plastic
cork wrapper, I had to drink a
number of bottles before I
found one!
The foil was painted light grey
and blue for the seat
harnesses and parachute straps respectively. Once added the seats looked a reasonable facsimile of the
pictures.
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[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

Copper wire was used to create the ejection handles . Once done the cockpit and seats were glued in place in
the top fuselage half [12].

[12]

That will do for now, I will hopefully finish this in the next couple of weeks , so I should be able to conclude this
article next month.
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NASHORN BUILD PART 6 BY RUSSELL EDEN
HAIR SPRAY TECHNIQUE.
This is where it got a bit scary.
I took a trial bit of Stug shurtzen round to Dale’s, hair sprayed and all the red brown paint ran – looks like I
hadn’t matt coated it, well it’s 4 years old so I can’t remember what I did with it! I took it home and matt
coated it and re‐coated the Nashorn for good measure. I then masked all the decals and the next week took it
back to Dale’s. I kept taking it round Dale’s as he has a working airbrush set‐up and I currently don’t, yet…. One
day Tony, Paul and whoever keeps telling me to sort it, one day!
Anyway, back to the reason there’s no
ozone layer – hairspray. Now I was
happy that everything was sealed I
sprayed the shurtzen with hairspray
then dried it with a hairdryer. Once dry
I gave it a coat of Tamiya Matt white
acrylic – you have use acrylic as you’re
using water to remove it and the
hairspray. 20mins later I got a bowl of
hot water and a stiff brush and gave it
a scrub – the results were stunning –
the white came off with a bit of
scrubbing to reveal the camo
underneath – great – now for the big
one. With the Nashorn masked I gave
it a good coat of hairspray, again
drying it with a hairdryer. I gave it 2 coats of white to vary consistency. In the field the white wash would be
applied by the crew with whatever they had to hand so they varied in quality.
With this applied I drove home as fast as legally possible and set to removing the whitewash. With a bowl of
hot water and very stiff brush I start
rubbing where I wanted to remove the
paint. This had varying degrees of
success – some areas came off easily
other and other didn’t. I think there is
a tight window of time with hairspray –
miss it and it won’t come off without
using a solvent – the last thing you
want to use methinks. I added
scratches with a cocktail stick to vary
the damage to the whitewash. Using a
stiff brush has consequences too –
small parts can be broken off – I
managed to remove the rear step and
had to superglue it back on – oops.
Mind you removing the masking tape
removed both exhaust pipes and the top gun sight – oops – more superglue needed.
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For those of you who can remember my first article I had a picture of a Nashorn in convoy – this was going to
be the basis of my diorama, but, alas, I got carried away, as usual and removed too much whitewash so now
I’m having to rethink it and will make the Nashorn in spring ’44 not winter ’43 as planned – oh well – just
means I can get out my mud pigments again!
I think with a bit more practice my white ashes will come out better but I’m very happy with my first go. Now
who’s brave enough to give it a go?

Next month the base….. Mud, Glorious Mud!
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MEMO: ANTONOV AN.2 COLT PART 1 BY BRIAN SAMPSON
Memo to: ‐ Steve Edwards
Subject : ‐ Antonov An.2 Colt
Project : ‐ Restore for static exhibition

Dear Steve
The An.2 arrived safely; the driver explained that there were boxes of what he called other parts.
We loaded the fuselage on a special built dolly as we would need to move it around the workshop this
was followed by the wings.
Once in the workshop we had to decide where to start first. The engine was removed and placed in
our back work area to be stripped and cleaned.
The canopy was cleaned and polished back to near new (this was to keep cost down.)
As your aircraft arrived fitted with ski’s we looked at the possibility of fitting wheels as this would
enable us to move it around with ease.
The cockpit interior was in pretty good condition so this was left until a later date we could then concentrate
on the external appearance.
During the cleaning traces of other paints began to appear this sent us of to some research!
We found that this An2 had been repainted so a management decision was made to restore it back to
its Polish guise.

SCALE MODELWORLD 2011 – ‘THE BIG DISPLAY’

Despite still being over 9 months away the behind the scenes work has long started on this years show. Les
Garagistes have been awarded the task of providing this year ‘big display’ ‐ when I say big, I mean it. The
allocated table space measures 84 ft and is double depth, 9 feet!! So, basically four times the length of the
space we get at Yeovilton….
Some of you may recall our own Phil Butler did the very same with his Phantom Sig exhibit two years ago –
showing 543 models!! Take a peak at that here; www.youtube.com/watch?v=8C0UQfFYtAs
The plans for the table layout are well underway and hopefully between 10 or so of us we can put on what
should be the largest automotive modelling display seen in the UK. Better get on a build some more bikes
then!!
I’ll keep you posted on progress here in the club magazine or you can keep up to date by visiting;

Ed: for those of you that are as perplexed as I was on receiving this at little further information: Brian has taken
over the building of the Antonov An 2 Colt from Steve for the Tangmere competition (see Wat I don…)
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CLUB DIARY
February 16th

Club Night

March 16th

Tangmere
Competition

April 20
May 18

th

Cold

St Georges Competition
Club Night

August 17

April 2nd

Newmod 2011 (IPMS Newbury Show)

April 16

th

July 20th

Yeovilton Spring Show

War

Club Night

th

June 15

February 19th

th

Poole Vikings Show

TBA

Salisbury Show, Hendon

Tamiya Competition
th

Club Night

September 21st
October 19

th

September 17

Club Night

TBA

th

Annual Competition

st

Xmas Night

November 16
December 21

September 4th

Club Night

th

Build a Model in a Day
Farnborough Show
Yeovilton Autumn Show

Next Meeting: Wednesday February 16th (8pm to 10pm)
Ampfield Village Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Paul Adams
Russell Eden
Gary Jarman
Pat Camp

Richard Stewart
Tony Adams
Steve Edwards
Brian Sampson

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Editor
Competitions
Treasurer

Tony Adams
Paul Adams
Vic Short

Tel: 01794 519153 email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
Tel: 02380 398858
Tel: 01794 511843
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